Controlling Spills
PPE

Contain

Clear the area of personnel, cordon off area to protect
passerby from potential hazards.
Assess and identify the spill, select the correct sorbents for
the job. Use oil-only sorbents for oil and fuel spills, hazmat
sorbents for hazardous materials, or universal for any other
type of spill.

Contain the spill area with sorbent socks, to prevent
expansion or additional contamination.

Put on all personal protective equipment needed for
protection from the spill type.

Plug the leak if possible, using Plug ‘N’ Dike, Epoxy Putty, or
other methods to prevent continuous leaking. For large
containment failures, Pop-Up Pools can be deployed beneath
failure point, if available.

Control

Clean up spill with mats, rolls, pillows, or granular sorbents.
Work from outside in placing sorbents.
Replace completely saturated sorbents with new ones until
entire spill is absorbed.
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Socks should overlap each other 6 inches (15cm)

Dispose

Place saturated sorbents and absorbents in orange disposal
bags, use zip-ties to secure bags.
Dispose of saturated sorbents in accordance with local laws
and regulations.
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Product Application
Ditch Application

Boom Sock - Curb Application
Cordon off area - use cones and/or
safety tape

Curb

Place Absorbent Pads

Curb

Curb

Place sorbents into spill
Place Neoprene
mat over drain,
anchor with brick,
stone, or soil.

Make this
distance as long
as possible

Anchor With
Stones or bricks

Flow

Use rocks or a
brick to anchor if
needed.
When joining 2 socks, leave 6
inches (15cm) of overlap

Pool on angle to flow

Sorbent Pads
Place on oil on water
Final wipe down

Place
Under
Drips

Granular Sorbents
Clean Up - Place in disposal bag for off-site disposal

Spread over oil
Lay ahead of
sock or mat

Epoxy Putty Stick

To stop a 6mm (1/4”) dia. leak
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Cut a wad

Knead until soft

Press into leak
(Sticks to wet surface)
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